SUMMER DRESS CODE

The following items are *not allowed*:

- No low-cut, revealing or see-through clothing of any kind
- No belly shirts
- No halter tops
- No strapless tops or dresses
- No short-shorts aka “Daisy Dukes/Bootie shorts”, or Mini-skirts....the mid-thigh/hand rule applies to length for skirts, shorts and dresses
- Ladies, *NO* two piece bathing suits, or risqué one-pieces
- Gentlemen, *NO* speedos
- No undergarments showing ("beaters" are considered undergarments)
- No clothing with offensive, illegal, or disrespectful images or language
- Do rags can be worn in your residence hall only
- Hats can be worn only in the residence hall and outdoors

*** STAFF HAS THE DESCRETION TO RESTRICT OR LIMIT BEYOND THIS IF NECESSARY ***